TO: Alex Kuestner, Library Director  
      LULD Board of Directors

FROM: Jose Espinoza, President  
      Friends of the Library

RE: 2022 Activity

It occurred to us that since we do not attend the Board meetings regularly, it might be helpful if our group gave you a brief year end report. Our bank balances have increased because we have held several outdoor book sales and the recent Christmas sale. Our books are all sold by donation so it is really our community participating in Library events. Even at the December sale with rain pouring in buckets we had 34 individuals attend the two day event.

For the future, our group is going to attempt some mimi book sales during the rainy months and then resume monthly outdoor large sales during the nice weather months. The first mini sale will be in February. Date to be determined in January. It will focus on biographies and a large donation of John Kennedy books we will receive soon. We will put out some other genres as well but hope to encourage attendance by offering a topical group of books.

The use of the meeting room space will facilitate these events. We are also talking to the rock and gem group about perhaps resuming the Community Partners Presentations that were eliminated by our recent rounds of health concerns. For this, we hope we will receive your support and input of persons in our community with special skills and knowledge that they can share in a 30 minute talk. When we did these before health restrictions, we drew in some people who do not usually avail themselves of library resources.

Friends of the Library appreciate all that you do and look forward to continue to support the Library and its services.

Jose Espinoza, President